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THE ISSUE AT STAKE

WE ARE ALL CONNECTED. At least, technologically speaking. So rapid is online word-of-mouth that breaking news stories nearly always hit Twitter before national media sites. Viral TikToks travel tens of thousands of miles in seconds. And all it takes is a smartphone to speak with or see anyone, almost anywhere in the world.

But for all this digital connection, there’s little doubt the world remains divided along cultural lines. Whether because of different values, traditions, lifestyles, or politics, there remain fundamental divisions that have resisted the pressures of globalization. This is important when it comes to preserving local identities. But it can also impede understanding, empathy, and true connection among many of the 7.7 billion people living on this planet.

Currently, the approximately 7,100 different languages spoken around the world only fuel that divide. They erect barriers to conversation, collaboration, and, arguably, compassion.

From bars to boardrooms, English has now become the world’s second language, an indispensable tool for global communication. But as anyone who has tried to speak using a second language will know that this can often have its limitations.

What if the latest technological advances could help overcome these barriers and bridge the huge linguistic divisions that remain? Imagine being able to communicate easily with speakers of Arabic or Russian without having any knowledge of either language.

Of course, in a way, this is already possible. Translation is a proven method of building...
understanding and empathy between countries and cultures. “If we’re in touch with people from another language, we start to learn about their culture, how they see things, issues, and people,” says Richard Mansell, a senior lecturer in translation at the University of Exeter in southwest England. “We start to see how much we can learn from other people – not just what they see but how they see it.”

Translation, though, has traditionally relied on the hard work of human translators or interpreters, which can be time-consuming and costly. Even translation websites are often limited to expressing or deciphering a handful of phrases. But now, a new wave of innovation in machine translation (MT) – delivering near real-time audio translation – is aiming to change all this.

EVOLUTIONS IN AUDIO TRANSLATION
Near real-time translation has come a long way in recent years. And perhaps no piece of tech better illustrates this evolution than Google Translate. When it launched in 2006, the platform was a slightly clunky statistical machine-translation tool; it relied on being fed huge volumes of source material to work out correct translations. Even then it could be full of errors in comprehension or grammar. That it still proved hugely popular illustrated the potential of technology in overcoming language barriers.

This success pushed through ongoing improvements. By 2016, Google Translate had switched to a far more accurate neural translation model, in which MT predicts whole sentences and translates accordingly. Most
recently, it deployed technology known as zero-shot machine translation. This new development equips the tool with the ability to “learn” new languages with little to no source text, and allowed Google to add a raft of indigenous languages to the platform in May. Users can simply speak a phrase into the free app to receive an instant and largely accurate translation that can be used to strike up conversations with strangers abroad or navigate tricky situations. By March 2021, the app had been installed a billion times.

In recent years, a long list of tech developers has followed Google’s lead. “We’ve made a lot of progress,” says Barry Haddow, head of natural language processing and senior research fellow at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland. “In the early 2000s, MT might have been usable for related languages, such as French–English pairs, and restricted domains of text. Now we can translate a variety of text types and languages.”

Many of these developments in translation are now becoming commercially available, either as apps or as dedicated devices. Some companies have even developed their own version of the Babel Fish from Douglas Adams’ Hitchhikers’ Guide to the Galaxy science-fiction franchise – earphones that deliver almost instant audio translations into the wearer’s first language (see box, right).

Near real-time translation is also being added to the remote communication platforms on which we have become so reliant. In August, for example, Zoom added translated captions to its video conferencing platform, designed to translate a speaker’s language in real time. Available as part of its paid membership plan, the software spans 12 languages and allows each participant to select their chosen audio language, as well as having access to a real-time text transcript.

The following month, Microsoft Teams followed suit, adding live translated captions to its list of functions, aiming to help remote workers connect with their non-native-speaking colleagues in meetings. It
represented a huge leap forward from the vetted human translators that Microsoft had previously relied on to provide such a service.6

NO LANGUAGE LEFT BEHIND
Other developers have broader ambitions. There are now many AI and tech firms focused on developing open-source translation tools that may be integrated across a variety of platforms.

Take Meta. The Facebook owner’s AI arm is currently working on its No Language Left Behind project and a Universal Speech Translator; both aim to significantly improve the accuracy and latency of MT in encompassing all global languages (it currently works for 200 of them). The company has also made much of its data and research open source to help other researchers advance their tools. According to its own benchmarking tool FLORES-101, the single AI model scores 44% higher than previous state-of-the-art tools.7

Similarly, the nonprofit OpenAI has released Whisper, an automatic speech recognition system that the organization claims will facilitate “robust” translation and transcription across multiple languages. The tool was trained on 680,000 hours of multilingual and multitask data from the web to enable improved accuracy despite strong accents or high levels of background noise, terminology, or jargon.8

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS
This rapid level of improvement in audio translation technology has significantly enhanced its potential applications in breaking down cultural barriers, believes tech industry analyst Jeff Kagan.

“There are countless use cases this technology will impact,” he says. There are the more obvious applications, such as helping “visitors to other countries or customers at restaurants communicate with anyone who does not share a common language.” But also, a broader spectrum →

How could Machine Translation help in healthcare?

It isn’t only work, study and travel that could benefit from advances in MT technology, with a number of research projects also drilling down into potential use cases in healthcare. These technologies could prove particularly useful in countries with a variety of local dialects and languages, where a physician may not share a language with a patient and a human translator is either unavailable or not appropriate for privacy reasons. In 2020, for example, speech and language translation app AwezaMed completed a three-year pilot program for its translation app spanning 11 official South African languages, as well as incorporating the specific medical terminology required for such a setting. As part of the three-year trial, five public hospitals and community health centers tested a version of the app that was focused on obstetrics.9

Baidu’s AI-powered language platform can provide text-to-audio and audio-to-sign translations.
of situations in which audio translation could facilitate connection. These include settings where those with disabilities may traditionally be excluded, says Kagan. At the 2022 Winter Paralympic Games in Beijing, for example, an AI sign–language platform was deployed that delivers both text-to-audio and audio-to-sign translation. The same tech has also been trialed in hospitals, banks, airports, bus stations, and other public areas.

Meanwhile, the recent European Live Translator project (ELITR) was tasked with investigating how technology could break down language barriers at European conferences, as well as at smaller live discussions like workshops, and even informal online meetings.

**TECHNICAL CHALLENGES …**

But as highlighted by many of these projects, there are still numerous challenges in getting the technology to a stage where it can compete with the accuracy and nuance of human translation.

Barry Haddow, who was involved in the ELITR project, points out that there remain technical hurdles in avoiding a lag between a speaker and a live translation, for example. “If you’re delivering a presentation or showing slides you don’t want that delay,” he says.

There are linguistic obstacles as well, such as the fact that different grammatical rules may see words appearing in a different order in a sentence, depending on the language. That too creates a natural lag if MT is being used to deliver word-for-word translations. And finally, despite big improvements, the capacity of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technologies is still such that poor acoustic quality or strong accents can interfere with accuracy.

**… AND CULTURAL OBSTACLES**

But it isn’t just technology that poses a challenge. There are also broader issues that the emerging sector will have to negotiate.

One ongoing dilemma is that MT may reflect the societal biases present in its source text – assuming that a “nurse” is female, for example, and a “doctor” is male. To combat this, in 2018 Google even began offering gender-specific translations for some languages.

Then there is the lingering question of whether an AI tool – no matter how sophisticated – can replicate the performance of a human translator. Can it appreciate the subtle context and nuance behind each word, deciding what is literal and what is not?
WHAT CAN WE DO?

- **Focus on culture:** Translators will need to bridge cultural gaps more than linguistic ones. Educational curricula should reflect this.

- **Retain roots:** As translations improve, there will be fewer reasons for speakers to abandon their native tongue – no matter how rare or hard to understand it may be.

- **Make technology accessible:** If audio translation tech is widely available, it could help forge new connections around the globe.
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